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1Who were the urban gentry? Social elites




5ABSTRACT. This paper explores the identity and social worlds of the ‘urban gentry ’ of
6Chester as they developed from the late seventeenth to the mid eighteenth century. In
7place of the political and cultural deﬁnitions which characterise analyses of this
8group, it takes the self-deﬁned ‘occupational ’ titles of probate records as a starting
9point for an investigation into the background and activities of those styling them-
10selves ‘gentleman ’. Central to their identity were networks of friendship and trust.
11These reveal the urban gentry to have been closely tied with both the urban middling
12sorts and the rural gentry: a position which at once reﬂected and underpinned their
13particular situation within eighteenth-century society.
141. INTRODUCT ION
15In 1772, a Worcester newspaper included a notice which read:
16It may be necessary to caution the Public against the impositions of a Scots Genius, who has
17ﬁgured away here as a Major on Half-pay. He goes to mercers shops, bespeaks ﬁne cloaths,
18and gives orders to tailors, hatters etc and then takes the opportunity of slipping oﬀ without
19settling his accounts. He is a tall genteel fellow, about ﬁve feet ten inches, long visaged, with
20his hair dressed in the macaroni taste, and when he went oﬀ from hence had only an old black
21coat and waistcoat, a white cloth waistcoat laced with silver, white ticken breeches, and silk
22or thread stockings.1
2324The apparent concern over these fraudulent acts underlines the ﬁnely
25graded and highly ﬂuid nature of English society in the eighteenth century.
26Of particular signiﬁcance to the problems of social classiﬁcation was
27a relaxation of the deﬁnition or even, for traditionalists, a debasement of
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28gentility. Shifts across class boundaries, particularly between merchants
29and the landed elite, are familiar from earlier periods, but many com-
30mentators have suggested that they became more pervasive and more
31corrosive of genteel status in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.2
32Traditional notions of birth remained important, and few could argue
33with the status conferred by a coat of arms. If some minor gentry were
34uncomfortable with the idea of living up to the expectations and unwilling
35to engage in the expense which active use of such honours often entailed,
36many others sought out these distinctions, buying into country estates
37either as status symbols or safe ﬁnancial investments.3 Marriage as well
38as heredity could cement or confer status, but this made the provincial
39elite a highly permeable group, as title was wedded to money – a
40social phenomenon remarked upon by many contemporaries, including
41Daniel Defoe.4
42Penelope Corﬁeld has argued that rival interpretations of gentility
43(Tory andWhiggish, traditional and progressive, restrictive and inclusive)
44were vigorously debated in the contemporary literature and played out in
45the practicalities of everyday life. She suggests that traditional lines of
46demarcation became increasingly blurred from the seventeenth century,
47not least as the heralds were increasingly by-passed.5 In the absence of
48such established markers, what was it that bound together the elite of
49provincial England? In a modern context, Michael Woods has argued
50that the three crucial factors in elite deﬁnition are their access to resources,
51discursive construction and networking.6 Resources or income has always
52been critical in determining status, with its source as well as its magnitude
53being signiﬁcant. Traditionally, the gentry and nobility drew their wealth
54from unearned income, most especially from their landed estates, and they
55thus had the ability to ‘ live idly’.7 This emphasis on lifestyle became
56increasingly widespread in the eighteenth century, overshadowing more
57traditional measures of status, so that, as Corﬁeld argues, a gentleman
58was deﬁned by his manners, accomplishments and appearance, rather
59than his birth.8 As one contemporary commentator with a Whiggish
60perspective put it : anyone with ‘either a liberal, or genteel education, that
61looks gentleman-like … and has wherewithal to live freely and hand-
62somely, is by the courtesy of England usually called a gentleman’.9 One
63aspect of this was a material culture which emphasised the display of
64wealth, taste and discernment, both on the body and in the home.
65Another was the growing emphasis on a ‘ liberal education’ and on pol-
66iteness and/or sensibility.10 On bases such as these, distinctions of status
67were often slender. They were made even more diﬃcult to judge by the
68increase in social mobility brought about by ‘new’ sources of income
69(commerce, industry, military pensions and the like) and the growing
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70commercial availability of goods and services. If status was judged, inter
71alia, in terms of material possessions and personal attributes which could
72eﬀectively be purchased (or, in the case of our ‘Scots genius ’, aﬀected),
73then gentility was attainable by a broad section of society. Under such
74circumstances, who was to be deemed genteel, and what made them so?
75These anxieties greatly occupied writers from at least the seventeenth
76century, with particular concern focusing on the ‘city ’ or ‘town’ gentry
77who had few pretences of land ownership or armorial dignity.11 For the
78early modern period, this group has been equated with the corporation, its
79identity in eﬀect being constructed discursively through their engagement
80with public oﬃce. Francois-Joseph Ruggiu has argued this for Chester,
81paralleling John Beckett’s suggestion that both aristocrats and newcomers
82to the landed gentry sought advancement through the honours or
83acceptance from their established neighbours through serving in public
84oﬃce. It also echoes the more general suggestion that oﬃce-holding was
85important in bolstering the social standing of individuals in the national,
86regional and local context.12 It is true that, in the corporation records of
87many towns, councilmen were referred to as ‘gentlemen’ and aldermen as
88‘esquires ’. However, the extent to which these labels held credence outside
89the council chamber is uncertain and, in any case, the situation after 1660
90was far more complex and ﬂuid than this simple equation would allow.
91For Alan Everitt, the urban gentry comprised townspeople of indepen-
92dent means, including retired merchants and professionals, who styled
93themselves ‘gentleman’ without necessarily adopting the lifestyle of
94the landed gentry. Corﬁeld has placed greater emphasis on those actively
95engaged in trade or professions, including the military, the church and
96especially the law.13 Some contemporary commentators, though, drew a
97clear distinction between these two groups. John Locke argued that
98trade was ‘wholly inconsistent with a gentleman’s calling’, whilst Joseph
99Addison remarked that impecunious younger sons would rather ‘be
100starved like Gentlemen, than thrive in a trade or profession that is beneath
101their quality ’.14
102Many modern scholars have followed this lead, John Smails arguing
103that the northern middling sort deﬁned themselves largely in opposition to
104the gentry, a viewpoint which echoes the earlier conclusions of Leonora
105Davidoﬀ and Catherine Hall about the middling sorts in Suﬀolk, Norwich
106and Birmingham.15 Yet, as Corﬁeld has argued, the emergence of the
107urban gentry blurred these boundaries in polemic and practical terms, not
108least because they drew their membership from both constituencies. The
109recent emphasis on the upwardly mobile professionals and tradesmen,
110and the routes by which they rose the social ladder, has meant that
111few have attempted to link this ‘arrivistes ’ group to the members of the
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112landed gentry living in the town, and thus to view the urban gentry as a
113whole.16 Thus, we know surprisingly little about their collective position
114in urban society; their role in mediating between town and country, or
115between traditional and new forms of social interaction and material
116culture; or even their identity. Like the minor gentry studied by Amanda
117Vickery, they seem to ‘ inhabit a social no-man’s land’ between the landed
118gentry and the urban middling sorts.17
119Recovering the complete history of this social stratum is clearly beyond
120the scope of a single paper. My aim here is more modest : to examine the
121identity and social worlds of the ‘urban gentry’ of Chester between 1680
122and 1760. I do not suggest that Chester is necessarily representative of
123England as a whole, but did experience a set of economic, social and
124political changes that were seen across many provincial towns. Its status
125as head-port for the region was lost to Liverpool and many of its
126traditional industries were in slow decline. In their place grew a range of
127commercial and cultural functions, characteristic of what Angus McInnes
128calls leisure towns. The service sector expanded signiﬁcantly – especially
129in terms of professional services and the provision of luxury or semi-
130luxury goods – and the built environment was improved both through
131street cleansing and lighting, and through a widespread architectural
132makeover. Chester was thus at the heart of Peter Borsay’s English urban
133renaissance.18 If population growth was comparatively slow, the city was
134increasingly seen as a prosperous and attractive place. It formed a service
135centre for a hinterland that incorporated much of north Wales as well
136as Cheshire and parts of neighbouring counties ; an administrative centre
137for the county; a garrison town, and the seat of an extensive diocese.19
138There was, therefore, both ample opportunity for the socially ambitious
139tradesman or professional to prosper, and much to draw in the gentry (or
140their sons) from the surrounding countryside. Chester was a diﬀerent kind
141of place from the growing industrial towns that often form the subject of
142analyses of (middle) class formation. It lacked a large and coherent body
143of wealthy industrialists of the kind who dominated economic, social and
144political life in eighteenth-century Leeds, and even the manufacturers of
145more modest means who played such a pivotal role in the social trans-
146formation in towns such as Halifax and Birmingham.20 Indeed, its cor-
147poration even resisted moves towards industrialisation in the early
148nineteenth century.21 Conversely, the corporation oﬀered another route to
149social advancement that was absent in many industrialising towns, albeit
150one that was complicated by the variable and shifting relationship be-
151tween local and national politics, especially in the Restoration period.22
152Given the absence of an emergent industrial bourgeoisie, the ﬁrst issue
153to address is the extent and socio-economic make-up of the urban gentry.
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154Were they primarily men who had risen through the ranks of society on
155the basis of their ‘political engagement within municipal institutions’,
156as Ruggiu argues, or were they a more heterogeneous group, as Corﬁeld
157suggests?23 In short, can they be deﬁned in terms of their construction
158through political engagement or their resources? Building on this, my
159second aim is to reconstruct something of their social aﬃliations. Who did
160they know and trust – were kinship, friendship or professional ties
161most evident? How did they mix with other members of Chester’s elite :
162merchants, professionals and the like? Linking the answers to these
163questions with ideas from social network theory can provide important
164insights into the identity and consciousness of this section of the urban
165elite. It allows us to assess the extent to which members of the urban
166gentry were deﬁned through their social connections – perhaps in a way
167similar to that experienced by the middling sorts.24
1682. DEF IN ING THE URBAN GENTRY
169I begin my analysis by allowing the urban gentry to be deﬁned by them-
170selves or their close family and friends, taking status designations from the
171probate records for Chester between 1680 and 1760. The study group
172comprises all those listed as gentleman in the probates proved at
173the consistory court in Chester or the prerogative courts at York and
174Canterbury. It numbers 194 gentlemen (plus 37 esquires and 50 alder-
175men25) : around two-thirds of whom left wills, the others having inven-
176tories and/or administration bonds (Table 1). This is by no means a
177comprehensive listing of all the ‘gentlemen’ living in Chester through this
178period. Internal evidence from the probate documents points to the
179existence of other Chester residents (recipients of bequests and executors
180of estates amongst them) who were styled ‘gentleman’ and yet did not
181leave any probate records themselves. Moreover, a number of those for
182whom no status or occupation was recorded on their probate record were
183part of the urban gentry. Most signiﬁcantly, the sample does not include
184gentlewomen: undoubtedly a signiﬁcant body in towns such as Chester.
185Whilst they sometimes made wills, these women were never accorded any
186status labels beyond widow or spinster and so are impossible to identify
187using this methodology. Taking these ﬁgures at face value, there were
188between 50 and 70 gentry families (plus 12–18 families of esquires)
189living in Chester at any one time. This compares with Ruggiu’s estimates
190of 22 gentlemen in 1665 (Hearth Tax), 40 in 1704 (Land Tax), 54 in 1747
191(Poll Book) and 75 in 1781–2 (directory),26 suggesting that these docu-
192ments oﬀer a more inclusive measure of gentry status than do taxation
193records.
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194To what extent were these men engaged in and deﬁned by the civic life
195of Chester? As in many other corporate towns, Chester’s corporation
196comprised an inner core of 24 aldermen and 40 councilmen who together
197made up the Assembly – Chester’s formal corporation.27 The councilmen
198were involved in civic business and some were members of committees
199charged with particular aspects of governance. It was the aldermen,
200though, who eﬀectively ran the city : they had powers to make bye-laws,
201predominated at meetings of the Assembly, and elected the mayor from
202amongst their number – a crucial privilege given the inﬂuence invested in
203the mayor by the Great Charter granted to Chester by Henry VII in 1506.
204The obvious corollary of this was that the mayoralty reﬂected the social
205composition of the aldermen: they ranged from baronets such as
206Sir Richard Grosvenor (1715) and Sir Watkin Williams Wynn (1736), to
207shopkeepers including John Parker (1726) and Roger Massey (1734),
208with little discernible trend over time, except perhaps for the declining
209importance of merchants.28 The corporation, and especially the aldermen,
210comprised a de facto political elite : one with considerable political power.
211Yet political engagement spread beyond members of the corporation: a
212signiﬁcant number of the gentry took one of the numerous administrative
213roles within the town, especially in the late seventeenth century (Table 1).
214George Buckley, for example, served ﬁrst as deputy clerk and then as clerk
215to the Pentice between 1659 and 1689, whilst Richard Adams ﬁlled a
TABLE 1
The number and ‘occupations ’ of urban gentry in Chester, 1680–1760
1680–1700 1710–20 1721–40 1741–60 Total
Esquiresa 6 13 8 10 37
Gentlemena 46 51 39 58 194
(a) Law/tradeb 6 6 4 5 21
(b) Military personnelb 2 3 1 2 8
(c) Urban administrationb 5 2 1 1 9
(d) Aldermen/councilmenb 1 7 2 0 10
Aldermena 19 13 11 7 50
Total ‘corporation’c 24 22 14 8 68
Total 71 77 58 75 281
a Numbers for esquires, gentlemen and aldermen reﬂect status as given in the probate
records.
b Subdivisions (a)–(d) are ‘occupations’ apparent from the Assembly Books and/or
internal evidence from the probate records.
c Total ‘corporation’=aldermen+(c) urban administration+(d) aldermen/councilmen.
Sources : Probate records for Chester, 1680–1760; Chester Assembly Books.
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216similar range of posts from 1691 to his death in 1712.29 Several served in a
217succession of diﬀerent posts, Isaac Sharp being notary public and then
218proctor of the consistory court.30
219Whilst important, this politically based aggrandisement does not
220appear to have underpinned the entirety of the ‘new’ urban gentry. Even
221if we assume that the majority of those listed in the probate records as
222‘aldermen’ could also be styled ‘gentlemen’ (and there is strong evidence
223that at least some were known by their trade rather than being accorded
224‘gentry’ status), the numbers are still easily out-weighed by those with no
225direct involvement in the political life of the town. The ratio of aldermen
226to gentry was greatest in the 1680s and 1690s. If we add together all those
227listed in the probate records as aldermen; those labelled as gentlemen, but
228who were also aldermen, and gentlemen acting in other administrative
229roles, the ratio was about 3:2, falling to 2:1 in the early eighteenth century
230and more rapidly to 7:1 by the 1740s and 1750s (Table 1). This is not to
231argue that political activity played no role in the construction of an urban
232gentry, but it does appear that such a focus seems too narrow and time-
233speciﬁc. As with the aristocracy and landed gentry, there were a growing
234number of routes by which individuals might enter the ranks of the town’s
235gentry.31
236One possibility, already highlighted, was via the professions. Law,
237along with the clergy, was often favoured for the younger sons of landed
238gentry. This was the case for Henry Prescott and probably Edward Cooke
239and John Farrar.32 Yet, even if attorneys were not gentry by birth, then
240their profession, wealth, connections and attributes often made them
241de facto gentlemen. Indeed, when enrolling before the law courts, all
242lawyers were designated as gentlemen, making the claim to this status
243strong and widespread. Corﬁeld notes that nobody voting at the 1734
244election in Norwich called himself an attorney: 22 of the city’s 30 enrolled
245lawyers did vote, but each one styled himself ‘gentleman’.33 Similarly, the
246probate records for Chester quite legitimately mask many attorneys as
247gentlemen. Another signiﬁcant group often accorded genteel status were
248military men, either active or retired. Being a garrison town, Chester had
249many of these, including John Robartson, a captain of the garrison, and
250Thomas Sheppard, an ensign in the company of invalids. As with law,
251commissions in the military were a favoured option for placing younger
252sons in remunerative and relatively high-status positions.34 This seems to
253have been the case for John Wickstead, whose father was a gentleman
254from Chester, and Thomas Parker, who named a kinsman, also a gentle-
255man, as executor. Others, though, were career soldiers and appear to have
256risen from more lowly backgrounds. Again, it was the position that these
257men held, rather than their birth, that gave them claims to be gentlemen.
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258Notwithstanding Locke’s assertion, success in trade oﬀered an
259alternative route to urban gentry status.35 A large number of Chester
260gentlemen appear to have been actively engaged in trade and probably
261sought (and gained) aggrandisement on the basis of their wealth and
262connections in Chester and beyond. These men were the embodiment of
263the kind of mercantile ambition voiced in a 1722/3 play by Richard Steele:
264‘we merchants are a Species of Gentry, that have grown in the World
265this last Century’.36 Typical of their number was Matthew Anderton, a
266merchant in the trade with Ireland. He had a house and shop on Bridge
267Street, £70 of silver plate and £10 of table and bed linen, and counted
268gentlemen, merchants and shopkeepers amongst his friends. Despite his
269trade, he was acknowledged as a gentleman. So too were Henry Jackson,
270who appears to have plied an extensive trade in slate and coal, and John
271Hicock, who traded in malt and owned a kiln worth £50.37 Two things
272were signiﬁcant about such men. The ﬁrst is that few of them had appar-
273ent direct links to the political or administrative life of Chester. The
274second is that they were rising to the ranks of the gentry from the late
275seventeenth century – well before the switch from a political to a cultural–
276economic deﬁnition of urban gentry, identiﬁed by Ruggiu as occurring
277from the 1740s.38 Indeed, as early as the 1680s there were as many gentry
278engaged in trade or the law as in urban administrative functions, the
279proportion in trade rising signiﬁcantly from the 1720s. This reﬂects an
280even earlier trend in London: Corﬁeld notes that the 1172 ‘gentlemen’
281presented to the heralds in 1633–5 included at least 696 merchants,
28267 lawyers, 29 medical men, 14 city oﬃcials and four churchmen.39
283Of course, the most obvious route into the urban gentry – and the one
284that appears to have been most common in Chester – was to be drawn
285from the families of the landed gentry. To the likes of George Booth,
286whose father and grandfather were both knighted, and John Grosvenor,
287the brother of Sir Thomas Grosvenor of Eaton Hall, we might add men
288such as Richard Minshull, who appointed three kinsmen, all esquires, as
289his executors.40 Such men were living in the town from preference or for
290economy, but formed part of an essentially leisured group whose wealth
291derived from land and/or investments.41
292The socio-economic diversity amongst urban gentry is reﬂected in their
293widely diﬀerent levels of wealth (Table 2). These values are taken from
294probate inventories that include personal goods, stock-in-trade, book
295debts, bonds and so on, but generally exclude real estate.42 As such they
296are signiﬁcant, if variable, underestimates of what these men were worth.43
297Moreover, as probate records rarely indicate the stage of lifecycle when
298people died, it is impossible to know whether an individual was at the
299height of their economic power or in more straightened pecuniary
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300circumstances, perhaps linked to old age. Despite these shortcomings,
301they are useful in allowing an insight into wealth levels and comparative
302ﬁgures for other social groups. The ﬁrst thing to note is that, on average,
303gentlemen were distinctly less wealthy than both esquires and merchants.
304They were in the second tier of wealth, broadly comparable with aldermen
305and shopkeepers. For example, John Kenrick (gentleman), William
306Starkey (alderman) and Joseph Bowker (draper) were each estimated to
307be worth about £2,000 on their decease.44 This lack of a clear ﬁnancial
308distinction was compounded by the huge range of personal wealth
309recorded in each group. Just as there were substantial and lesser shop-
310keepers and merchants, there were wealthy and impecunious gentlemen.
311Several were worth well over £1,000 in personal property and had exten-
312sive holdings of real estate. For example, Peter Cotton’s inventory ran to a
313total of £1,290 8s 6d, in addition to his land holdings, whilst John Ridge
314had land in Tattenhall in Cheshire and Denbighshire as well as personal
315property of about £630, including £200 in ready money. At the other
316extreme, Isaac Tipping’s administrators estimated that he was worth just
317£20; John Vernon had only £16 8s of property, £4 10s being ‘money
318oweing from prisoners within ye Castle of Chester ’, and Seth Mort could
319muster only £5 15s 10d.45
320The ﬁnancial standing of these various gentlemen was clearly very dif-
321ferent from one another and undermines any simple equation of resources
322with social status. As Thorstein Veblen and Pierre Bourdieu have argued,
323what mattered was the nature, and not simply the level of spending.46 At a
324basic level, it is apparent that certain modes of spending and types of
325goods allowed an individual to accumulate and display their taste, and
326thus distinguish themselves from other social groups. For Bourdieu, what
327marked out those with high levels of cultural capital was not their
TABLE 2
Wealth levels of selected social and occupational groups in Chester,
1680–1760
Range (£) Median (£) Mean (£)
Esquires (n=12) 50–8,000 250 1,486
Merchants (n=10) 50–4,000 500 1,322
Gentlemen (n=70) 6–2,500 250 343
Aldermen (n=10) 50–1,000 250 308
Shopkeepers (n=89) 10–3,000 100 303
Source : Probate inventories for Chester, 1680–1760.
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328ownership of costly items, but of goods which could only be appreciated
329by individuals with the right knowledge and education. In this way,
330gentility can be linked to certain modes of consumption (including an
331appreciation of the arts and literature), and particular cultural values :
332elegance, civility and propriety.47
333It is not my intention here to explore in detail the consumption patterns
334of the gentry or other social groups.48 However, two points are worth
335noting. The ﬁrst is that Lorna Weatherill’s aggregate analysis suggests
336that members of the gentry were important consumers, but not necessarily
337distinctive in their consumption practices. The goods that they owned
338diﬀered relatively little from those of wealthy tradesmen and profes-
339sionals, who were perhaps the most innovative consumers. That said, and
340this is my second point, some small but signiﬁcant distinctions do emerge
341in terms of the goods owned by gentlemen, and their placement within the
342house. These were often more ‘ traditional ’ goods – objects which had
343long been associated with the landed gentry. Guns and swords, whilst rare
344across the range of social groups, were most frequently found amongst the
345urban gentry. Swords had long been a badge of gentility, to be worn in
346public and used in the defence of honour. Both practices were in decline,
347especially amongst the polite urban classes, but in 1755 the Gentleman’s
348Magazine could still rail against the ‘Men of Honour, who make ﬁghting
349their business, and cannot let their swords rest quietly in their scab-
350bards’.49 Whilst this is a caricature of metropolitan experiences, it is clear
351that the ownership of swords persisted amongst the gentry of provincial
352towns.50 Guns, meanwhile, were becoming more common. Their chief use
353was in sport, thus linking the urban gentry to the leisure pursuits of their
354landed rural counterparts. The personal nature of both items is apparent
355from John Farrar’s inventory, a lengthy list of household goods con-
356cluding with three fowling pieces worth £3, wearing apparel worth £5, and
357a rapier worth £1 10s.51 Silverware was another traditional marker of
358status which, whilst it was far from being the exclusive domain of gentle-
359men, appears more often and in greater quantities than in the inventories
360of other groups.52 John Ridge had £33 7s of silver plate ; John Hicock had
361£49 11s 4d, and Matthew Anderton about £70 – over half the total value
362of his personal estate. In comparison, the wealthy upholsterer, Abner
363Scholes, had rather less (£19 4s), whilst the grocer, Thomas Moreton,
364apparently possessed none.53
365Books were also well established as markers of status, but were also
366linked to the world of learning and were thus symbols of social distinc-
367tion. They were unusually prominent and numerous in the inventories of
368gentlemen (and not just gentlemen-attorneys), their relatively low value
369masking the large numbers that were often owned. William Raven’s
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37042 octavo, 29 quarto and three other books were together worth £4 14s 9d,
371which gives a measure of the sheer size of Francis Harpur’s collection
372which was valued at £30. What was most interesting and distinctive about
373the gentry’s ownership of books was their frequent placement in a
374speciﬁcally itemised closet. John Ridge had books, shelves, and a table
375and chair ‘ in the closet ’, whilst William Cooke’s contained chairs, boxes
376of drawers, curtains, books, a desk and pewter standish.54 These closets
377were the forerunners of the library in many country houses, and formed
378dedicated and private spaces for reading and study as well as repositories
379for some of the most personal and cherished goods.55 In constructing such
380domestic material culture and spaces, the urban gentry were echoing
381the cultural and social practices of their country cousins, and perhaps
382distancing themselves from their shopkeeping neighbours, despite – or
383perhaps because of – their own origins amongst such people.
384It is clear that members of the urban gentry were deﬁned by many
385diﬀerent criteria: by their wealth and material culture, and in terms of
386their self and collective construction as gentlemen. Such identity might be
387expressed through subjective notions of virtue, manliness and honour,
388and performatively, through behaviour as gentlemen.56 It was also
389articulated through the labels that they and others accorded them on
390oﬃcial documents, and through their holding of ceremonial and admin-
391istrative oﬃces in the town. Yet, as Woods suggests, collective identity
392was also constructed through and reﬂected by their social bonds: who
393they trusted and counted as friends. It is to these social aﬃliations that we
394turn to next.
3953. FR IENDSH I P AND TRUST: SOC IAL NETWORKS OF THE
396URBAN GENTRY
397Social networks are problematical objects of historical enquiry.
398Conceptually, we must ask ourselves how a network is to be deﬁned: who
399were members and what made them so; where do the boundaries of a
400network lie ; were networks multifaceted or discrete?57 Social network
401theory oﬀers a number of possibilities in this regard, from the so-called
402‘six-degrees of separation’, used by economists to explore the ‘small
403world’ phenomenon, to complex computer-generated reconstructions of
404whole networks.58 The latter have proved more attractive to historians,
405who have focused on mapping the members (or nodes) of a network
406and the ties that bound them together, and on understanding the ways
407in which networks comprise key social structures.59 My approach here
408follows a similar course, as I seek to reproduce something of the web of
409connections that enmeshed individuals and articulated the construction of
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410the urban gentry in Chester. This brings the practical problem of ﬁnding
411evidence of social links. Church wardens’ and corporation accounts,
412diaries and correspondence, membership lists and business accounts have
413all been used for this purpose. Here, I follow Shani d’Cruze and others
414in using probate records to identify at least some of the ties between
415Chester’s urban gentry.60 The nature and use, as well as some of the
416drawbacks of these documents, have been discussed in detail elsewhere.61
417Brieﬂy, the executors, witnesses and the recipients of legacies and
418post-mortem gifts identiﬁed in probate records form a useful proxy for
419the core friendship networks of individuals and a good picture of the
420networks of close social and economic interaction which bound together
421individuals and places.
422To further analyse the probate links of Chester’s gentry, Table 3 pre-
423sents the socio-economic status and geographical location of those named
424as executors or administrators in the probate records of gentlemen.
425Unsurprisingly, it was other gentlemen that predominated, accounting for
426about 39 per cent of executors for whom occupations are known, rising to
42752 per cent if esquires are included. Of these, the majority were neighbours
428in Chester. The urban gentry thus drew on a circle of trusted friends that
429were spatially and socially proximate to carry out a task that necessarily
430brought them into social and economic intimacy with the testator and his
431family. Much the same was true of other groups in Chester. The shop-
432keepers of Eastgate Street were enmeshed in a particularly intense net-
433work, nearly half identifying executors from amongst their neighbours.
434Unsurprisingly, perhaps, it was other shopkeepers that dominated: of
TABLE 3
Executorial links of Chester gentry, 1680–1760, by status and location
of contact
Chester Cheshire Elsewhere Unknown Total
Esquires 11 5 3 3 22
Gentlemen 44 11 12 2 69
Aldermen 8 0 0 0 8
Professionals 8 1 3 0 12
Yeomen 4 3 3 0 10
Tradesmen 46 0 8 0 54
Total known 121 20 29 5 175
Unknown 116 3 3 14 136
Total 237 23 32 19 311
Source : Probate records for Chester, 1680–1760.
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435those whose occupation can be traced, half were retailers, another
436ﬁfth being craftsmen.62 The much smaller group of merchants were, of
437necessity, forced to look outside their own group of fellow businessmen
438rather more. Yet one-quarter still turned to other merchants to act as their
439executors.63 In network terms, this ‘bonding capital ’ – that is, links
440between people of the same gender, social background or ethnicity64 –
441gave a degree of cohesion to diﬀerent social groups. Whilst individuals
442clearly had multiple strands to their identity, this evidence suggests that
443the urban gentry were at least aware of their status as gentlemen and
444sought out others of a similar standing perhaps as friends, certainly as
445people to trust with the delicate and personal task of administering their
446estate post mortem.
447The structure of the network of urban gentry is illustrated by Figure 1,
448which includes a range of diﬀerent types of social ties. Some individuals
449were linked into the network largely through executorial duties (for ex-
450ample, Thomas Basnett), whilst others were tied in because they operated
451as appraisers for several gentlemen (Philip Brocke). Most enjoyed a var-
452iety of links, as exempliﬁed by Matthew Anderton who received a bequest
453from Powel Williams, had his will witnessed by Henry Prescott and
454Humphrey Page, whilst Philip Brocke acted as an appraiser of his estate.
455Such links highlight the importance of direct relationships between
Edward Hinks Samuel Smith Thomas Browne George Buckley
John Minshull Thomas Kirks
Richard Wright William Raven John Ridge William Slater John Thomas
Peter Bennett Philip Brocke William Cooke Peter Williams Peter Cotton
Henry Jackson Powell Williams Roger Ball
John Done Thomas Carrington
Matthew Anderton John Brett John Booth
William Done
Humphrey Page John Mather George Booth Nathaniel Bradburn
Henry Prescott 
William Farrar
Thomas Broadhurst Roger Comberbach Thomas Basnett Richard Higginson
William Wilson
John Farrar Charles Poole Thomas Massie
John Spark Hugh Grosvenor
John Gleave Frances Poole George Mainwaring
Geoffrey Malbon Isaac Sharp
John Jones John Legh Pusey Brooks John Hulton
Executor/bequests Witness Appraiser Non-gentry
Business/corporation committee Kin Councilman/alderman Urban administration
F IGURE 1. Structure of the network of urban gentry in Chester, c. 1680–1760.
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456individuals in building up a network. However, the diagram also illus-
457trates the way in which indirect relationships (those eﬀected through
458mutual friends) linked people and helped to provide a distinctive social
459milieu to the urban gentry. Certain individuals appear to have played
460particularly important roles in bringing together the network of urban
461gentry. Peter Cotton, William Slater, William Wilson and Peter Bennett
462all stand out, having links with four or more other members of the gentry.
463These might be seen as ‘community brokers’ whose reputation was
464enhanced by their centrality to bonds of trust and regard. But we can also
465follow Bourdieu in viewing them in more self-interested terms: as in-
466dividuals who boosted their own power through their centrality to social
467networks and their accumulation of social capital.65 For example, William
468Wilson (gentleman, alderman and deputy registrar of the consistory
469court) served on an Assembly committee alongside his fellow alderman
470John Spark; named Hugh Grosvenor, esquire, as one of his executors and
471had his will witnessed by Henry Prescott, a notary and deputy registrar of
472Chester diocese.66 In reality, their role was probably less pivotal than this
473centrality implies : most gentlemen had recorded ties with at least two
474others and it might be argued that ‘bridging’ links tying together separate
475branches of the network were as important as these apparently central
476‘hubs ’. Most obvious in this regard is the link between John Brett and
477John Booth, without which the network of urban gentlemen would be
478split into two halves. Signiﬁcantly, for my argument about the relation-
479ship between networks and status, these bridges could be made by links
480with the non-gentry, as with John Thomas and Charles Poole.
481This points to the complexity of the networks that enmeshed the
482urban gentry. Figure 1 is drawn too neatly : the network which enmeshed
483Chester’s urban gentry had inﬁnitely more connections and loose ends; its
484social and geographical boundaries were highly permeable. Links with
485individuals outside Chester were recorded for many gentlemen, with ties
486to the countryside being particularly signiﬁcant (Table 3). Many testators
487appointed executors from surrounding villages, notably in north Wales,
488where a number of Chester’s elite had their origins.67 Some marked their
489obligations and aﬃliations by leaving bequests to relations and friends,
490charities and churches in the countryside. George Mainwaring, for ex-
491ample, gave token gifts to seven named individuals spread across central
492Cheshire ; Thomas Browne left money for the poor of Heswall on the
493Wirral, and Peter Cotton gave a total of £150 to the school, church and
494poor of Witton, near Northwich.68 Others amongst the urban gentry had
495more sustained contact with the surrounding countryside. John Farrar’s
496inventory, sadly half missing, itemises hundreds of small debts that linked
497him to a network of individuals across Cheshire and north Wales.
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498The precise nature of many of these debts, and therefore Farrar’s re-
499lationship with his debtors, remains unclear. Some are marked as bonds
500and bills, but the vast majority, for sums ranging from 1s 4d to £39 13s 8d,
501are simply described as ‘desperate’, and probably reﬂect book debts of
502some kind.69
503In these respects, of course, the urban gentry were not unusual. Several
504of Chester’s merchants left legacies to the church or the poor of their
505‘home’ parish and many shopkeepers had customer networks that in-
506corporated rural as well as urban consumers.70 However, their links with
507the surrounding districts had a more direct bearing on the social identity
508of Chester’s urban gentry and on their standing in the town. Indeed, it is
509possible to see this ‘ linking’ social capital (i.e. bonds with ‘unlike people
510in dissimilar situations’71) as central in deﬁning gentry status and identity.
511One aspect of this was the tendency for urban gentry to possess land in the
512surrounding countryside as well as houses in Chester itself. This fre-
513quently involved buying or leasing property from other gentlemen, rural
514squires and baronets, but also from yeomen farmers. Thus, John Gleave
515leased his tenement and messuage in Acton from Sir Robert Cotton;
516Edward Hinks purchased houses in Fleshmongers’ Lane from Sir Peter
517Warburton and Sir Roger Mostyn, and William Wilson purchased land
518in Aldford and Churton from the yeomen George Bostock and Peter
519Fletcher. Some, in turn, leased their property to tradesmen, as appears to
520have been the case with George Buckley’s tenement in Chester.72
521A second, and still more revealing insight into the importance of rural
522links can be gained from the 1709 funeral arrangements of Peter Williams.
523These both reﬂected and reinforced his social status and his wide con-
524nections. The coﬃn, corpse and mourners were carefully prepared: £2 18s
5256d was spent on making and lining the coﬃn; £9 16s went on a creˆpe suit
526for the corpse and on scarves and hat bands for the mourners ; a further £6
52715s went on gloves, and £3 4s on buying and carving the gravestone, and
528interring the body. More telling in the context of the current discussion,
529£5 3s was laid out on ‘provisions for friends many persons of Quality that
530came from ye Countrey to ye funerall ’. A further 13s was paid to Thomas
531Leigh for ‘ordinarys and drink and hay for ye vulgar sort that came out of
532ye Countrey besides ye Gentry provided for at ye testators house’.73 This
533was more than an exercise in conspicuous consumption, although it
534clearly formed an impressive display of wealth, taste and inﬂuence. It also
535acknowledged and celebrated Williams’ links with the gentry and the
536ordinary people from his home area, and his importance to them: they felt
537the need to come into town for his funeral. These things were clearly
538important in cementing his identity as part of the patrician classes in
539Chester.
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540Rural links were clearly signiﬁcant in deﬁning the identity and social
541worlds of Chester’s urban gentry, but the broader patterns of their
542everyday interaction underline the essentially urban milieu within which
543they moved. Urban tradesmen accounted for 31 per cent of executorial
544links with men whose occupation is known (Table 3), suggesting that
545the urban gentry enjoyed close social ties with the emerging middling
546sort of the town. Moreover, numerous tradesmen appointed members
547of the gentry as their executors: 16 per cent of Eastgate shopkeepers and
54837 per cent of Chester’s merchants.74 As we have seen already, the occu-
549pational and social distinctions between the urban gentry and the mid-
550dling sorts were far from being clear cut, and for individuals, the open
551nature of their social worlds is readily apparent. For instance, George
552Ball, with an estate estimated at £1,000, appointed as his executors a
553clergyman and merchant as well as a gentleman, and Thomas Haddock
554asked a gentleman and a tanner to look after his aﬀairs post mortem.75
555Further evidence of this bonding of the urban gentry and tradesmen
556comes from the wills of shopkeepers and merchants. Charles Mytton was
557particularly well connected, appointing his wife, a Chester gentleman and
558Richard Grosvenor, then one of the city’s members of Parliament; but
559even a gardener, William Littleton, was conﬁdent in nominating two of
560the city’s gentry as executors. That said, the strength of such bonds could
561sometimes be overestimated: the two gentlemen appointed by the silver-
562smith, George French, renounced their authority.76
563The links revealed in the probate records reﬂect a wide range of diﬀer-
564ent forms of interaction between the urban gentry and the middling sort.
565Some of this was an inevitable outcome of proximity: important even in a
566town of relatively modest proportions. Whilst a number of landed gentry
567owned houses in Chester, these were situated primarily on Lower Bridge
568Street, in the lanes west of Bridge Street and Northgate Street, and along
569Foregate Street.77 In contrast, the urban gentry mostly lived on the prin-
570cipal thoroughfares – Eastgate Street, Northgate Street, Watergate Street
571and Bridge Street – along with shopkeepers, artisans, professionals and
572merchants. This spatial proximity was reinforced by public and private
573sociability, and by the patronage of shops – matters to which we shall
574return later – but also by professional, business and administrative con-
575nections. Those actively engaged in business sought out partners from
576amongst the gentry, but also worked with a wide range of tradesmen and
577professionals. The gentlemen John Ridge, William Slater and Thomas
578Browne were in business together in the early 1680s ; whilst Richard
579Adams, then the town clerk, joined with another gentleman, Jonathan
580Robinson, in petitioning the corporation for permission to prospect for
581lead on land which it owned at Minera in north Wales.78 These business
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582arrangements, and the buying or leasing of property, also brought urban
583gentry into personal contact with local attorneys, who organised the
584conveyancing and, where necessary, arranged ﬁnance. The detailed per-
585sonal and ﬁnancial information held by attorneys perforce brought them
586close in social terms.79
587We have already noted the mixed social composition of Chester’s
588corporation, which was characterised by a growing preponderance of
589tradesmen as the eighteenth century progressed. Serving in public oﬃce
590thus aﬀorded the opportunity for building contacts and alliances, and for
591formal and informal sociability. Urban gentry served alongside merchants
592on committees established in the early eighteenth century to report on
593the silting of the river Dee and to co-ordinate subsequent attempts to
594introduce and manage navigation schemes.80 They also sat alongside
595shopkeepers on committees charged with inspecting the corporation’s
596expenses or considering the problems of unlicensed trading.81 This drew
597these men together into a shared network of interest, the focus of which
598was the town itself. One apparent corollary of this was that sections of the
599urban gentry had a closer identity with the town, as manifest in their
600sometimes post-mortem gifts to urban institutions. Thus, Richard Adams
601and Thomas Cowper gave money towards the construction of the new
602town hall ; Peter Cotton bequeathed £500 to the Blue Coat School; Robert
603Murrey left money to the Inﬁrmary, and GeorgeMainwaring andWilliam
604Francis gifted silver plate to the corporation.82 Attachment to place was
605also clear at a more local level, as a number of Chester’s gentry left money
606to the poor of their particular parish. This was true of Edward Hinks
607(St Mary’s), George Buckley (St Michael’s and St Bridget’s) and Geoﬀrey
608Malbon (Holy Trinity and St Olave’s), whilst Peter Cotton made a gift of
609£10 to each of Chester’s nine parishes.83
610These gifts indicate that at least some of the urban gentry were ﬁrmly
611embedded into their localities and felt a moral obligation towards them as
612communities. In this regard, as with so many others, they reﬂected the
613values of the gentry – loyalty to community and duty towards those less
614fortunate – but also those of their neighbours in town – for example, a
615sense of pride in urban institutions and traditions.84 We should be wary,
616therefore, of placing town and country, or the landed gentry and urban
617middling sorts, as social worlds between which the urban gentry were
618forced to choose. They were able to bridge these seeming divides through
619their links with family and friends recorded in probate documents. There
620is much evidence that they did the same in their everyday lives.85
621Their intermediate and variegated social standing meant that the urban
622gentry – both as a collective grouping and as individuals – were in regular
623social contact with the landed gentry, the middling sorts and even the
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624ordinary townsfolk. Ruggiu notes that George Booth was on good terms
625with the Earl of Warrington – their daughters appear to have been
626especially fond of one another – yet also mixed easily with aldermen and
627tradesmen in Chester.86 Such sociability took place in and around formal
628settings such as courts of law, assemblies and social clubs, but also in less
629formal contexts: at shops, inns, coﬀee shops and friends’ houses. The ease
630with which individuals moved between these social spheres and mixed
631with diﬀerent social groups is best illustrated through the activities of
632Henry Prescott.87 His professional duties brought him into regular contact
633with the great and the good of the town, the diocese and beyond.
634On 7 November 1704, he dined ‘at the Mayors in a great Company’; on
63520 May 1705, he went with Sir Henry Bunbury and a number of aldermen
636to the shire hall for the parliamentary election, and on 13 June 1705 went
637with the mayor and aldermen to greet the Bishop, who was making a
638visitation to his diocese. This mixing with grandees was not restricted to
639formal occasions, however. Prescott’s diary is littered with accounts of his
640drinking bouts with friends amongst the elite. On 26 November 1706, he
641dined at the mayor’s ‘ in a full company’ and then went to the Rose and
642Crown with a group of aldermen and gentry. Three days later, he was
643celebrating the 30th birthday of Sir Henry Bunbury at the baronet’s house
644with a circle of mutual friends drawn from the elite of the town. These
645gatherings were often sizeable. On 18 May 1705 he went to The Raven
646with ‘Sir Tho. Billot, Sir Roger Mostyn, Sir H. Bunbury, Mr. Egerton,
647Mr. Shakerley, Mr. Bruen & 20 men, minor Gent. The near Elecion
648confusedly talkt on; 9 Bottles drunk, the company dissolv’d’. What is
649notable here is the easy nature of his social mixing and the distinctions he
650drew between baronets and his close circle and the more anonymous
651‘minor gentry’.
652Prescott was clearly a highly sociable creature and he easily found
653kindred spirits amongst his fellow urban gentry and members of county
654society. Yet his socialising was not limited to evenings spent drinking in
655local inns (and mornings spent regretting it : he often wrote of his ‘ indis-
656posicion’ or that ‘the wine hurt only by Quantity’). He regularly took tea
657or coﬀee with male and female friends, sometimes in company with his
658wife, Suzy, but often on his own. Thus, on 15 December 1706 he records
659that ‘after prayers Mr. Davies takes a dish of tea with mee, wee discourse
660matters ’, and on 26 January 1709 he called on Lady Soames, where ‘my
661Suzy meets mee. Wee are treated with good Coﬀee, thence to dinner ’.
662Rather like his London contemporary John Verney, Prescott mixed easily
663with various diﬀerent social groups, including the middling sort.88 He was
664on good terms with a range of shopkeepers, several of whom he counted
665amongst his friends. When his upholsterer Mr Croxton (who also acted as
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666an appraiser, drawing up probate inventories of a number of the urban
667gentry) died in March 1717, Prescott attended his funeral at St John’s.
668Signiﬁcantly, he did not go on his own, but was accompanied by
669Alderman Hodson and others, suggesting that Croxton was a reasonably
670important ﬁgure and that his passing should be marked by the elite of the
671town. Prescott also had important links with the ordinary people of the
672town. His professional duties included the examination of witnesses,
673many of whom were drawn from the lower sections of society. But it is
674clear that his interest and compassion did not stop there. Numerous
675passing references are made to the fate and fortunes of his less wealthy
676neighbours. Many of them seem to be almost asides, as when he ends his
677entry for 11 November 1704 by noting that ‘John Cross the Joyner after
67815 months absence in Scotland, returns to his Mother’. If Prescott was in
679any way typical of the urban gentry, they maintained a keen awareness of
680their own status and that of others, yet mixed freely with other social
681groups and acted with a generosity of spirit to those less fortunate than
682themselves.
6834. CONCLUS IONS
684The urban gentry were far from being an homogeneous or discrete social
685group. Nor, as both Corﬁeld and Woods suggest, did they achieve their
686status through one single route. Political activity was important in pro-
687moting professionals and tradesmen into the urban elite, but so too was
688economic or professional success – a route which was, signiﬁcantly, open
689from at least the Middle Ages and may have been trodden by growing
690numbers from the late seventeenth century. Regardless of their route up
691the social ladder, these men formed part of a broad urban elite that en-
692compassed landed gentry, merchants, tradesmen and professionals. They
693ranged enormously in their material resources, from wealthy individuals
694with prominent and well-furnished houses to those with few possessions
695who were remarkably poor. By no means were all of them of independent
696means and many appear not to have owned land. Yet all styled themselves
697‘gentleman’ and/or were seen as such by close friends and family. In part,
698their social standing was reﬂected in and signalled by their material cul-
699ture which appears to have valued established symbols of taste, wealth
700and status. More signiﬁcant in this regard, however, was their networking
701and their social capital. Chester’s resident gentry in the late seventeenth
702and early eighteenth centuries drew their most trusted friends from a
703variety backgrounds and contexts, most notably other members of the
704urban gentry, but also the landed gentry, professionals and tradesmen.
705Links to the countryside remained strong andwere important in cementing
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706the status of resident gentlemen within urban society. Rural friends and
707relatives gave weight to (often implicit) claims to gentility and certainly
708bolstered displays of wealth and status, for example at funerals. However,
709the everyday contacts with townsfolk from all walks of life locked the
710urban gentry into the urban milieu. It was fellow residents with whom
711they primarily did business, shared interests and socialised. In arguing
712this, it is important to remember that – regardless of the rhetoric of
713political and social commentators at the time, and that of scholars
714today – for many individuals, these two worlds were not in conﬂict with
715one another. The urban gentry stood with a foot in two camps: those of
716the landed gentry and the urban middling sorts. They appear to have been
717quite comfortable with this position.
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